
CRIME AND PUNISHMENT IN EARLY MODERN ENGLAND 



The Bloody Code (1688-1815) 

• The number of crimes punishable by death rose 

throughout this period. 

• In 1688, approximately 50 offenses carried the death 

penalty. 

• By 1765, this figure had risen to about 160; a further 65 

were added between 1765 and 1815. 

• The Waltham Black Act of 1722 was of particular 

significance.  Capital offenses here included stealing 

property worth more than a shilling; setting fire to a pile of 

hay; breaking down the head of a fish pond; or defacing 

Westminster Bridge. 



Capital Punishment In Action 

• Capital punishment was never as extensive as, in theory, it should have 

been. 

• 75,000 people are thought to have been executed between 1530 and 1630 

in Britain – nothing like that was seen again. 

• There was an increase in executions in the second half of the 18th century.  

There had been a mere 281 London hangings between 1701 and 1750; 

there were nearly five times as many between 1751 and 1800. 

• The execution rate thereafter stayed high.  Twice as many were hanged in 

London in the 30 years 1801-1830 as in the 50 years 1701-1750. 

• In no year of the 1820s did English executions fall below the 50 of 1825, and 

there were 107 in 1820, and 114 in 1821. 

• It is estimated that 35,000 people were condemned to death in England and 

Wales between 1770 and 1830, with some 7,000 (20%) executed. 



“Benefit of the clergy” could help one to avoid execution 



In late 18th 

century 

London, a 

convicted 

criminal is 

branded on the 

hand at the 

New Sessions 

House 



Benefit Of The Belly 

• A woman who was pregnant could have her sentence of 

death delayed until after her child had been born. 

• In theory, the woman should then have been hanged, but 

records suggest that in most cases this provision was 

tantamount to a pardon. 

• One historian found that 38% of the women capitally 

convicted on the Home Circuit between 1559 and 1625 

successfully claimed pregnancy. 





Thomas Rowlandson portrays a service inside Newgate Chapel 



A prisoner at Newgate 





The interior of the Church of St. Sepulchre today 



A cart taking a 

condemned man 

to Tyburn 



A 1696 representation of the Tyburn Tree 



The scene at the Tyburn Tree on Execution Day 



Thomas 

Rowlandson, 

“Last Dying 

Speech And 

Confession,” 1799 



“Under The Scaffold” – A representation from the 18th c. 





The death 

mask of 

Francois 

Couvoisier, 

1840, which 

was exhibited 

in Madame 

Tussaud’s into 

the 20th century 



A verse 

commemorating 

the “Execution of 

Wild Robert” 

(1797) 



A 

representation 

of Greenacre’s 

murder and 

mutilation of 

Hannah Brown 

(1837) 



Detail from 

William 

Hogarth, 

“The Stages 

Of Cruelty” 

(1751) 



William Hogarth’s “Industry and Idleness” (1741) traced the imagined 

life paths led by industrious and dissolute apprentices. 



Goodchild in church singing hymns 



The Idle Prentice is arrested with his accomplice 



A William Hogarth print portrays a crowd at a Tyburn execution 





Jack Ketch 

– An 

illustration 

for the 1836 

biography 





Mary Evans 

– hanged at 

York, 1799 



“The Hanged Man’s Touch” -- 1828 



1752 Murder Act 

• The act decreed that the bodies of hanged felons should 

be given to the surgeons for dissection and exhibition to 

the public. 

• The Act was seen as vindictive because it aggravated the 

punishment of judicial hanging by taking away the felon’s 

hope of resurrection. 

• Pitched battles between surgeons and family members 

could occur. 



William Hogarth, “Reward Of Cruelty” (1750) 



“Anatomical 

Crucifixion”: 

 

A cast made from the 

corpse of murderer 

James Legg in 1801 – 

his body was rushed to 

the Royal Academy to 

settle a debate about 

artistic representations 

of the crucifixion. 



In 1783, public executions were moved from Tyburn to outside Newgate Prison  



Eliza 

Fenning, 

1815 



Cato Street 

conspirators 

hanged and 

beheaded outside 

Newgate, 1820 





The grave of Michael Barrett 



The execution room inside Newgate 





B.  The Old Police And The New 

• Policing transformed from a system that relied on private 

individuals and part-time officials, through the development of 

salaried officials and semi-official “thief-takers,” to a modern 

professional police system. 

• In England, the idea of a uniformed body of policemen 

patrolling the streets to prevent crime and disorder was long 

anathema. 

• Much of the work of apprehending suspected criminals in the 

18th century fell to the ordinary Londoners who were victims 

and witnesses of crime. 

• Indeed, English men and women were legally obliged to arrest 

anyone who they witnessed committing a felony or inflicting a 

dangerous wound, and to join the official “hue and cry” in 

pursuing any escaping felon or suppressing an affray. 





“The Well Fed English 

Constable,” 1799 

•Policing in 18th-century England was 

considered as a local government task, 

and like other areas of local government 

it depended upon local men being 

selected or volunteering 

•Constables were required to apprehend 

anyone accused of a felony, and bring 

them before a justice of the peace. 

•There was no expectation that they 

should investigate or prosecute crimes. 

•They were neither a preventive nor a 

detective force. 

•The high constables of counties were 

often men of social standing. 

•They had a variety of tasks, including 

collection of the county rates. 





Preparing to leave the Marylebone Watchhouse for patrol (1808) 



London carousing involving a night watchman 



The Rewards System And Thief-Takers 

• A central figure in the emergence of more active policing was 

the so-called “thief-taker.” 

• They became increasingly common from the late 17th century 

onwards with the growing use by the state of financial reward 

for the conviction on felons. 

• Beginning in 1692, Parliament enacted a series of statutes that 

offered rewards up to 40 pounds to those who could apprehend 

and convict offenders guilty of serious property crime. 

• By the early 18th century, resorting to a thief-taker became the 

first response of some victims when they were robbed. 

• Many thief-takers had close links to the criminal underworld, 

and engaged in extortion and blackmail. 

• They had no intrinsic interest in differentiating the guilty from 

the innocent. 



A publication 

recounting the 

tale of the thief-

taker Jonathan 

Wild.  

It was a tale . . . 



. . . that did not end 

well for Mr. Wild.  Here 

he is pelted with 

debris on the way to 

his execution for 

receiving stolen 

goods. 



Bertold Brecht’s Threepenny Opera is amongst 

the works of art inspired by Jonathan Wild’s career  



Things did not well 

for Thief-taker Dick 

Swift either.  Here 

he is represented in 

1765 teaching his 

son the 

Commandments 

with #8 missing 

(“thou shalt not 

steal”)  





Henry Fielding, author of 

Tom Jones, helped to 

establish the Bow Street 

Runners.  This 

represented a transitional 

step from private sector 

thief-takers towards a 

more professional force 

by attaching his activities 

to a magistrate’s office 

and drawing in increased 

public funding. 



The Bow Street Office became a hub of activity for several decades. 



The blind John 

Fielding continued 

his brother’s work 

with the Runners 

after the latter’s 

death. 



The Bow Street Runners break up a late-night London party 



The Brown Bear public house today 



A Nascent National Information Network 

• In the 1770s, John Fielding established an information 

network coordinated from his Bow Street office and 

encouraged justices of the peace, mayors, inn-keepers, 

stable managers and others to supply him with details 

about criminals and unsolved crimes. 

• Fielding published this material in a sheet called the 

General Hue and Cry (later re-titled the Hue and Cry and 

Police Gazette) that was distributed across the country. 

• He created a Wanted List from the names and 

descriptions of suspects who had fled from justice sent to 

him by magistrates throughout the country. 



The Bow Street Runners at the end of the 18th century: 

By this time they had been transformed into a nascent police force.  



Associations For The Prosecutions Of Felons 

• In the second half of the 18th century, groups of householders 

banded together to share the costs of apprehending and 

prosecuting criminals. 

• These societies of gentlemen, merchants and tradesmen were 

formed in response to anxieties about increasing levels of 

particular types of crime, such as highway robbery and theft 

from warehouses. 

• Their primary method of operation was to pay others to 

apprehend criminals, utilizing all the new strategies of the day. 

• The earliest societies were formed by merchants to encourage 

the prosecution both of thieves who stole from boats and docks 

along the Thames and of the receivers of these stolen goods. 



Robert Peel: 

In 1829, he guided 

legislation through 

Parliament that 

established the 

Metropolitan Police of 

London. 

 



An early “Bobby” 

(or “Peeler”) 

 

-circa 1850 





Early members of Peel’s force 



The New Police 

• A range of disciplinary expedients were employed early on 

to separate the police force from the class they were 

intended to discipline. 

• They were drilled in military style, clothed in uniforms, and 

imbued with loyalty to their corps. 

• They were housed in barracks or dormitories in the station 

house. 

• They were forbidden to frequent public places associated 

with their class off-hours, such as the pub or the penny 

theatre. 

• They were forbidden to swear or to make use of street 

slang. 





The Historiographical Debate 

• What meaning should historians attach to the appearance of 

the new police in the early 19th century? 

• Many historians have celebrated the reformers of the early 

nineteenth century and placed the introduction of the bobbies 

aside such national legislation as the Reform Act of 1832 that 

expanded the franchise. 

• In this interpretation, the new police force helped to bring order 

out of the chaos associated with the shift from a local and 

agricultural society to an urban and industrial one. 

• Historians of the Left, by contrast, tend to portray the creation of 

the new police force as an episode in class history reflecting the 

desire of ruling elites to counteract and control working-class 

culture.  





Trial Procedures 

• Trials were speedy and lawyers were rarely present until the 

early 19th century. 

• Before the 19th century, the responsibility for reporting crime 

and indeed in identifying the perpetrator, fell on the victim. 

• Defendants nonetheless operated at a significant 

disadvantage. 

• The trial involved a confrontation between a prosecutor, 

usually the victim of the crime, and the defendant, in which the 

defendant was expected to explain away the evidence 

presented. 

• The Prisoners’ Counsel Act of 1836 helped to transform 

procedures. 



Until 1772, 

defendants who 

refused to plead in 

an effort to prevent 

forfeiting all their 

property to the state 

could be subject to 

the ordeal of peine 

forte et dure. 



The Trial 

• Cases were tried in batches, with juries hearing perhaps 

half a dozen trials before considering their verdicts. 

• In 1833, it was calculated that the average trial lasted only 

8 ½ minutes. 

• Lawyers were rarely present in ordinary criminal trials 

before the late 18th century. 

• Over the course of the 18th and early 19th centuries, the 

balance shifted at least somewhat back in the direction of 

the defendants. 



Thomas 

Rowlandson’s 

depiction of a 

judge (c. 1800) 



A slightly later (1861) representation of an English jury – Jurors came 

from the middling ranks of society and had to meet a property qualification 



Lawyer-Free Criminal Trial 

• The lawyer-conducted criminal trial appeared late in English legal 

history, and quite rapidly. 

• Into the 1690s, defense counsel was still forbidden in all cases of 

serious crimes. 

• A century later, by the 1790s, the main characteristics of adversary 

criminal trials were in place for cases of serious crime. 

• English criminal procedure was for centuries organized on the 

principle that a person accused of having committed a felony should 

not be represented by counsel at trial. 

• The whole of the criminal trial was expected to transpire as a lawyer-

free contest of amateurs. 

• In cases of felony, the prosecution was also not represented by 

counsel.  The victim of the crime commonly served as the prosecutor. 



The Altercation 

• In the altercation trial, the accused and the accuser both 

spoke to their knowledge of events. 

• The trial judge then left the jurors to decide the case 

based on what they had learned from the exchange, 

usually with little instruction. 

• The question for the jury to decide was whether the 

accused had adequately explained away the evidence 

against them.  The beyond-a-reasonable-doubt standard 

was not formulated until the end of the 18th century. 

• Acquittal rates from the later sixteenth century and beyond 

indicate that the defendant succeeded in approximately a 

third of felony cases. 

• The altercation trial was an abrupt affair. 



The Pace Of Jury Deliberations 

• The early practice was to try several unrelated cases to 

one jury, then send the jury out to deliberate while a 

second jury heard further cases. 

• In the early decades of the 18th century, individual verdicts 

began to be taken at the conclusion of each trial. 

• When the Old Bailey switched to this system in 1738, the 

jurors’ seats in the courtroom had to be rearranged. 

• The practice of rendering verdicts without withdrawing for 

deliberation became the norm under the system of 

individual verdicts. 

• Deep into the 19th century, foreign writers were astonished 

at how quickly the trial jury reached its verdict at the 

conclusion of an ordinary trial. 



Pre-Trial Procedures 

• The pre-trial investigation had been organized by the Marian 

Committal Statute of 1555. 

• It was a system designed to help perpetuate private prosecutions. 

• A day or so before trial the grand jury would deliberate on whether to 

approve the prosecutor’s bill. 

• If the grand jury found it a “true bill,” the accused was sent for trial by 

the petty jury. 

• The prosecuting victim and other accusing witnesses would testify 

before the grand jury in support of the bill. 

• The prosecution received assistance from the Justice of the Peace, 

the gentleman who served as part of the system to help keep local 

order and to reinforce his stature in the community. 

• The grand jury heard only accusing evidence. 



A Justice of the Peace is represented in a 1774 print 



The Accused Speaks Trial 

• The purpose of the altercation trial was to give the opportunity 

to the accused to respond to the accusing evidence. 

• But the balance had swung in favour of the prosecution. 

• The right to be silent was simply the right to forfeit all defense. 

• The prosecution had the right to require appearance of its 

witnesses; the accused did not. 

• Prosecution witnesses testified on oath but it was not until 

1702 that defense witnesses similarly testified.  The testimony 

of the prosecution thus benefited from increased credibility. 

• Defendants were not allowed to testify until 1898 – the logic 

here being that the temptation to lie under oath might subject 

one’s soul to damnation. 



The Historical Dimension 

• The altercation trial emerged at the end of the Middle Ages and differed 

from earlier practice. 

• The jury-based criminal procedures of the 12th and 13th centuries operated 

on different assumptions. 

• Both the jury of accusation (the forerunner of the grand jury) and the trial 

jury were self-informing at that time. 

• The requirement that jurors be drawn from the immediate neighborhood 

where the crime occurred was meant to produce jurors who already knew 

what had happened, or whose communal relations would enable them to 

find our. 

• Medieval jurors came to court more to speak than to listen. 

• Across the 14th and 15th centuries, this reliance upon juries of close 

neighbors who could inform themselves about the circumstances of a crime 

broke down. 

• The altercation trial took shape in response to the jury being less informed 

and more passive. 



The Treason Trials Act Of 1696: The Advent Of 

Defense Counsel 

• The first great breach in the rule against defense counsel 

came with an act that authorized treason defendants to 

have the assistance both at trial and in the pre-trial stage. 

• Adversary criminal trials have their origins in the 1696 Act. 

• The Act was limited to cases of treason. 

• The drafters of the 1696 act were responding to perceived 

miscarriages of justice that had occurred in a series of 

treason trials held during the decade from 1678 to the 

Glorious Revolution of 1688-89. 

• This act should be seen as fitting together with the Bill of 

Rights of 1689 



Execution of 

5 Jesuits 

implicated 

in the 

“Popish 

Plot” of 

1679-81 



The Anglican Titus 

Oates pilloried 

 

It was not the execution 

of Catholics but rather 

the punishment of the 

Protestant who 

“exposed” the plot that 

served as the catalyst for 

legal reform. 



Accused Whig 

conspirators 

associated 

with the Rye 

House Plot 

(1683) 



The Bloody Assizes 

(1685) 

 

Monmouth’s Rebellion in 

the west of England was 

crushed by forces loyal 

to James II and the 

British Crown.  Some 

1400 rebels were charged 

with treason; they were 

tried under a special 

assize commission with 

England’s Chief Justice 

presiding.  Over 200 were 

executed. 



The grave of Lady Alice Lisle in Hampshire 



Offer a toast to Lady Lisle next time you are in Rockford 



Provisions And Implications Of The 1696 

Treason Trials Act 

• Its landmark reform was to allow for defense counsel. 

• This charter of defensive liberties was not a criminal 

procedure code, but a treason act. 

• Aspects of treason prosecutions appeared to 

contemporaries to have certain exceptional features: 

prosecutorial imbalance; a likelihood of biased judges; and 

complex provisions in the law itself. 

• Some legal historians have argued that the adversarial 

system has an in-built wealth effect that has some logical 

connections to its origins within the context of the treason 

trials. 



Prosecution Lawyers 

• By the early decades of the 18th century, we see solicitors 

creeping into criminal prosecutions, successfully offering their 

services to government departments and other institutional 

prosecutors, as well as to citizen prosecutors. 

• Government intervention in noteworthy criminal cases unrelated 

to affairs of state also became more common in the first half of 

the 1700s. 

• When the central authorities wanted to strengthen a criminal 

prosecution, they did so by sending in the lawyers.  They 

employed solicitors to investigate and to plan the prosecution, 

and barristers to take the case to trial. 



The government became involved in the high-profile 

patricide case of Mary Blandy in 1752 



Defense Counsel Enters The Felony Trial 

• By the 1730s, experience with the new prosecutorial 

techniques caused many judges to conclude that too 

many of the criminal trials over which they presided were 

ceasing to resemble an altercation of unaided victim and 

accused. 

• By allowing defense counsel to cross-examine prosecution 

witnesses, the judges of the 1730s undertook to correct 

the imbalance that had further opened between the 

unaided accused and a criminal prosecution that 

increasingly reflected the hand of lawyers and quasi-

professional thief-takers. 

• Despite the imperfections in the sources, it seems clear 

that defense counsel was employed only in a small 

number of cases until the last few decades of the 18th 

century. 



New Rules Of Criminal Evidence 

• Four main rules of evidence were articulated in the 

criminal trials of the 18th century. 

• The character rule prevented the prosecution from 

introducing evidence of the defendant’s bad character. 

• The corroboration rule was directed at Crown witness 

testimony and required evidence in addition to that of the 

accomplice in order for the jury to convict. 

• The confession rule excluded evidence that the accused 

had made an out-of-court confession, unless the 

confession was voluntary. 

• The hearsay rule rejected testimony by one person about 

what another person said. 



From Altercation To Adversary Trial 

• The felony criminal trial retained its lawyer-free character in the 1730s.  

Citizen accusers confronted the accused in altercation-style trials.  

Prosecution counsel was virtually never used.  Defense counsel was 

forbidden. 

• This was replaced by the adversary criminal trial.  Lawyers for the 

prosecution and for the defense assumed commanding roles at trial. 

• As this style of proceeding took hold, counsel tended to supplant both 

the judge and the accused. 

• With the new trial came a new theory of the purpose of the trial – that 

a trial is primarily an opportunity for defense counsel to probe the 

prosecution case. 

• It became possible in the second half of the 18th century for an 

accused to mount an effective defense without speaking to the merits 

of the charges and the evidence against them. 











“The Old 

Bailey 

Advocate 

Bringing Off A 

Thief,” 

1789 


